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University fund-raising efforts gear up

By Jessica Adams

University of Idaho

Boise State has a wide array of fund-raising events including the annual fund drive, capital campaigns and special events throughout the year.

President of the university, Howard Busser, said Boise State is struggling to find ways to cut costs and raise funds.

The Boise State University is a state university, and in the past, it has been able to cut costs and raise funds. However, the Boise State University is facing financial difficulties and is finding it difficult to cut costs.
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The University provides you with a Student email account. Your email address is in your registration letter.

The University will be sending you important information and reminders to this address. It is your responsibility to read the information sent, so be sure to check your student email frequently.
University's Lindenwood Dennis Spellmann started meat-for-tuition rights group asked People for the Ethical tor of vegan outreach for meat in the school cafeteria. Lindenwood University stude... parents of some writing a check for tuition, St. LOllisPost-Dispatch By Amy Wellness Center using only the campus' Recreation and goal is to maintain tight university, manufacturers new technology because it leave their student IDs at temple violates their privacy. administrators said. Student Union Building Tuesday and Thursday, for- coordinator of the center. issues, said Rick Falco, ing, they are OK With It. Peteterson gets the vote out LAARGAUG Official: West Nile in blood supply

For more news, visit arbiteronline.com

For the full story, you can contact him at SAVEB-
Letters to the Editor

Land of the free, yeah, right... I believe that basics like public education, decent health care, a living minimum wage, and good pensions for retired workers are important, and that most of us want a country in which we and our children can survive and thrive. But we cannot propose a solution to the problems we face in this land that is free except by abandoning the values that are cherished by those who are not free. We must stop the real and the symbolic wars. We must do our best to provide for the needs of all of our citizens, not just those who are able to buy our support. We must work to change the system so that it works for all of us, and not just for a few.

Kudos to Curran... I found this essay to be well-written, well-researched, and thought-provoking. It is a strong argument for why we need to elect a progressive candidate in the upcoming election. I hope that more people will read and consider this essay, and that they will vote for the candidate who is best able to address the issues that are facing our country.

What does bra size have to do with higher education?... I read the article with interest, but I do not agree with the author's conclusion. I believe that bra size is not a valid measure of intelligence or ability, and that it is not a valid measure of a person's worth. I think that we should focus on evaluating people based on their skills, abilities, and achievements, rather than on their physical characteristics.

Where do you get these columnists?... I have been a regular reader of the Arbiter for many years, and I have always enjoyed the articles and columns that appear in it. I think that you have done a great job in selecting these columnists, and I hope that you will continue to do so.

Let's protect wild Idaho... Idaho is one of the last great places on earth. It is a place where we can still enjoy the beauty of nature, and where we can still feel a sense of wonder and awe. I hope that we will continue to protect this place, and that we will do everything we can to ensure that it remains a place where we can live and thrive.

Submit letters to the editor to: editor@arbiteronline.com

The Arbiter is the official student newspaper of Boise State University. Its mission is to provide a forum for the discussion of issues affecting the BSU community. The Arbiter is published Mondays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays to the campus during the academic school year. The paper is distributed to all BSU students, faculty, and staff. The Arbiter is a non-profit, student-run organization. It is supported by advertising sales and by the student body. The Arbiter is not affiliated with Boise State University. It operates entirely on student labor and is supported by the student body. It is edited by students, for students.
Brazo spikers help rebuild program

By Aarne Beck

For most people, the end of September signals through a paddler's mind wanting to paddle the rapid just to roll guys upside-down and all that. Am willing to make me laugh when I say it. This time of year it is still remain passable. weekend as she scouted the rivers. Technique begins to race broken into three distinct whole thing and expect to get there and us." Beck reacquainted herself running great white hydraulics soften and differentiate quickly, where it was just a sharp walls and appreciate story portage, but at flows dating Jar me because I down a beautiful canyon.

Many things go through hirer's mind when you lay out a paddling trip. There are always unexpected events along the way. Nervous boaters forget about the there? Am willing to makes me laugh when I say it. This time of year it is still remain passable. weekend as she scouted the rivers. Technique begins to race broken into three distinct whole thing and expect to get there and us." Beck reacquainted herself running great white hydraulics soften and differentiate quickly, where it was just a sharp walls and appreciate story portage, but at flows dating Jar me because I down a beautiful canyon.
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Idaho earns first victory in shoot-out

Falls paddling offers big drops, solitude

By Aaron Beck

The Idaho Vandals moved their back move beyond the boundaries of the Kibbe Dome on Saturday, beating San Diego State in an old-fashioned shoot-out, 45-26.

For the past few years, the Vandals have been playing the majority of their home games eight miles across the street at Washington's Lawlor Events Center. With two new NCAA rules, the Vandals appear to be back on campus.

The biggest thing is getting a true home on campus." Idaho coach Tom Cale said. "It means the world to us. For us to come back and play on campus is huge."

Tom Cale said the team had been the team to play against the first three opponents, getting down to the wire by Boise State (21-12) and Virginia (10-10) by a combined total of 18 points. But the Vandals found themselves in familiar territory, trailing 21-10 on a 22-yard pass to Zach Gilmour. TheAutomation was continued to use trade touchdowns with the Vandals in the game at 38. With less than five minutes to go, Lindgren would tunnel the game with a sixth touchdown hitting Jordan B smart and pivotal for the Ma homes.

Lindgren's 282 yards passing proved to be enough as the Vandals earned their first victory of the season against the Aztecs. Both Idaho and San Diego State combined for 1,118 yards of total offense. The road doesn't get any easier for the Vandals as they travel to Seattle for a Thursday night game. The Vandals are coming off a 42-7 loss to Washington last week in the Kibbe Dome to take on last season's WAC runner-up L A National Champion, Montana.

I think it is critical in kayaking in break raids down. You never really look at a rapid as being broken down pass by Lindgren proved to be enough as in the Kibbe Dome to take on last season's WAC runner-up L A National Champion, Montana.

The Abilene Christian Cougars will be more successful than last year and will surprise people by the end of the season, Tom Cale said.

It's too bad that we're seniors when the team is just coming together but we're willing away knowing that we were the foundation of a brand-new beginning," Sommer said.

"I see improvement everyday," Hastings said.

As for Hastings, her personal goals for the season are to get more comfortable with the team leader. Hastings predicts they will be more prepared this year and will continue to "get better every year." Hastings believes this team is coming together and making positive steps toward success. "I see improvement everywhere," Hastings said.

"The team is learning to push each other and hold each other accountable," Sommer said.

"This year has been a big learning experience for Hastings. Even though this will be Irvme. In 2001, Hastings was named to the AA National Champion, Montana.
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Anthony Doerr has been teaching at Boise State for the past decade. When asked why he chose to write, he remembers being in college in Maine, Doerr didn’t make the cut. Things haven’t always gone his way. His first book, The Four Horsemen, was published in 1982, and it didn’t quite work. Doerr spent some time teaching at Boise State, but he was denied a publication. Doerr’s experience at Boise State has been a positive one. The blank page is where all the stories that are hopefully good enough that an editor would say, ‘Maybe I should try to sell this.’ Doerr seems to have a product of his curiosity and perseverance. In the end, their rhythmic arrangement of screams and other sounds don’t quite deliver. Don’t give up when you can check your email or watch a favorite television show. The French Horsemanship also did not live up to the promise of the past. Doerr was a rewarding one for him. With one book published and one in the making, Doerr seems to have a product of his curiosity and perseverance. Doerr’s experience at Boise State has been a positive one. The blank page is where all the stories that are hopefully good enough that an editor would say, ‘Maybe I should try to sell this.’
Late professor's work lauded internationally

By Kate Roberson

The late George F. Roberts, professor and educator at Boise State for over 30 years, is being honored in two campus galleries from Oct. 4, 5:30-7:30 p.m. in both galleries.

With friends like these, who needs backs tabbing, swipers? Four Feathers... there is so that Ledger's best performance is set.

The first 80 or 90 times Robert's artistic contributions complicated and smarter than that. KRT

Heath Ledger) who bails out litzed" world safely into the Africa, then rejoins in time to about to be shipped to North movie, it was a story of a coward's decision to quit other cultures. empires that trample all over the movie is critical -of 1870s but its point of view is contemporary and it doesn't

You are not working your art, there is no art-you are not working your art, there is no art-

The late George F. Roberts was an innovator in the field of non-toxic printmaking, using plastics instead of oil-based inks and traditional presses to create prints. His work was recognized internationally, and he was lauded nationally and internationally for his contributions to the field of printmaking.

Roberts was an educator at Boise State University for over 30 years, and his methods are now utilized worldwide. He was known for his innovative teaching techniques, which included encouraging students to take risks, be adventurous, and experiment with different materials and processes. His work continues to inspire and educate artists around the world.

The late George F. Roberts, Printmaker and Educator at Boise State for over 30 years, is being honored in two campus galleries from Oct. 4, 5:30-7:30 p.m. in both galleries.